Abstract-Adaptive gain equalizer (AGE) is a commonly used single-channel speech enhancement algorithm. AGE and its variants has been widely used for speech enhancement applications. There are two broad categories of these variants. The first deals with its improvement in time-frequency domain with readjustment of the used parameters and the second one deals with performing the main filtering operation in modulation frequency domain. This paper evaluates the working of AGE in modulation frequency domain with the use of a demodulation technique which solves the demodulation process as a convex optimization problem. The performance of the modified AGE is compared with the traditional AGE and another modulation frequency domain AGE based on demodulation using the spectral center-of-gravity. These used performance measures are Signal to Noise Ratio Improvement(SNRI), Spectral Distortion(SD) and Mean Option Score(MOS).
I. INTRODUCTION
Different types of background noise corrupts the otherwise clean speech signals in everyday communication. A phone call can be disturbed by a variety of noises present nearby ranging from computer fan noise to factory noise. There have been a variety of methods for reducing noise from speech signal, e.g., spectral subtraction [1] and optimum Wiener filtering [2] . The commonly used method for reducing noise is spectral subtraction but it has an inherent problem of generating musical noise due to spectral flooring [3] . There have also been some efforts to reduce this musical noise such as [4] but this improvement has the tendency of producing audibledistortion causing listening discomfort even compared to the unprocessed signal [5] . Reducing noise without generating artifacts was proposed in [6] but this method fails to address unvoiced speech.
The Adaptive gain equalizer (AGE) is a time domain speech enhancement algorithm in which the speech signal is amplified based on signal-to-noise (SNR) estimates in subbands. A signal is divided into subbands for calculation of a gain which is independent for each band. The algorithm has shown advantages over contemporary techniques because of its low complexity implementation, no requirement of voice activity detector (VAD) and has no presence of musical noise as a result of controlled gains [7] . Additionally, hardware implementations of AGE [8] indicate its importance in speech processing applications.
As an alternative to time domain processing, an implementation of AGE in the modulation domain was presented in a recent study [9] . This method was mainly inspired by the performance advantages of splitting the signal into its frequency bands. The modulation system assumes a speech signal as composed of a modulator and a carrier. Thus the signal is represented by
where ( ) denotes the low frequency part of the signal, called the modulator, that modulates a high frequency carrier ( ).
Studies have shown that the modulators of a speech signal are more important for the intelligibility of the speech signals than their counterpart carriers [10] . Modulation systems are based on sub-band modulators and hence perfectly fit the AGE system which works on the sub-bands of the signal. Besides the fact that the study in [9] has reported improvement in performance measures in speech enhancement in comparison to time-domain AGE, the proposed center of gravity (COG) demodulation does not involve an optimization step, the need of which we state in the following. In this work, we consider AGE in modulation domain by demodulation process as a convex optimization problem presented in [11] . The reason of adaptation of this technique for AGE in modulation domain is mainly the ambiguity associated with the demodulation process of having unlimited number of possible modulator-carrier pairs. Moreover, proven ability of this method for efficiently demodulating a variety of carriers such as harmonic, stochastic and time-varying ones further justifies its usage.
An account of related work in modulation domain and a brief introduction of AGE is provided in Section II. Section III describes a modulation system, a summary of a demodulation technique called spectral center of gravity that used in AGE implementation given in [9] . Section IV starts with an introduction of solving demodulation as an optimization problem and completes with the description of the proposed model of AGE. A comparison of performance of the proposed model is presented in Section V with its time-domain and modulation domain counterparts. Finally, some conclusive remarks about this work are drawn in Section VI with an outline of possible future works in the area.
II. BACKGROUND
AGE can attenuate noise in speech signals in real time with low computational complexity [12] . It uses an FIR filter bank to divide a speech signal into subbands where speech in each subband is amplified independently. It was also shown that the system can adopt itself for different types of noise. The proposed AGE method using the mixed analog and digital hybrid approach yield around 13 dB speech enhancement [13] . The AGE was originally intended for the digital domain, but [13] provides an analog implementation which does not use quantization and digitization and is best suited for battery powered applications. A hybrid solution to overcome problems related to a digital and an analog implementation of the AGE is found in [14] .
Zadeh [15] introduced the modulation domain as a two dimensional bi-frequency system, where time variation of the ordinary frequency is the second dimension. Since then, there have been reasonably large interest in this field for various tasks related to speech processing. Atlas et al. used the concept of coherent modulation for the target talker enhancement in speech enhancement [16] . They proved that working in modulation domain can increase the speech intelligibility. Coherent modulation using the frequency reassignment has been used for speech enhancement and for demodulation of a signal into modulator and carrier [17] . Speech polluted by wind noise has been enhanced by using coherent modulation comb filtering as reported in [18] . Although the modulation filtering has mostly been used for the purpose of speech enhancement, we find some of its applications in audio compression as well [19] . It was showed that a 32 kb/s/channel outperformed MPEG-1 coded at 56 kb/s/channel (both at 44.1 kHz), using the modulation technique.
III. MODULATION DOMAIN AND AGE
An acoustic spectrum is transformed by short-time Fourier transform into the modulation domain spectrum at a particular acoustic frequency. It has been observed that speech intelligibility can be altered by operating on modulator part of the signal. Shamma [20] reported that auditory cortex neurons possibly decompose the acoustic contents into spectrotemporal modulation contents. It has been found that if the modulators of the speech signal are replaced by constant amplitude modulators, while carriers are preserved, speech does not remain intelligible anymore. However, when the modulators are preserved but carriers are altered, the speech is intelligible [10] . A modulation frequency system is described by the following steps:
• Filter bank to get sub-band signals • Demodulation i.e., decomposition of each sub-band signal into a modulator and a carrier. The modulation system's filter bank divides the wide-band signal into K narrow-band sub-bands. The signal ( ) is passed through the filter bank set of band-pass filters ℎ , which renders the sub-band signals ( ).
s where * is convolution operator. The demodulation process decomposes the sub-band signal into its envelope and carrier. It is efficient to decimate the sub-band signals so that the redundant samples may be removed. Modification of the modulators is done by the modulation filtering ( ), i.e.,˜( ) = ( ) ( ). A modulation spectrogram and modulation analysis can be done by computing the Fourier transform along the time-axis of the spectrogram (magnitude) or by utilizing the spectrum of the envelop signals, which gives the modulation frequency along the horizontal axis and acoustic frequency along the vertical axis. Re-modulation is the process in which modified modulators˜( ) are combined with the original carriers, obtained in the process of demodulation, to get the modified sub-band signals˜( ). The synthesis process reconstructs the modified signal˜( ) using the modified sub-band signals˜( ), according to the following equation. Interpolation must be performed prior to this stage if decimation was done before.
Following is a brief description on one of the methods used for coherent carrier detection which is also used in this work, apart from convex optimization demodulation process.
A. Spectral Center of Gravity Carrier Estimation
In the Center-of-Gravity(CoG) approach, instantaneous frequency ( ) is defined as instantaneous spectrum average frequency of ( ) at time [21] . An instantaneous spectrum with short-time Fourier transform is computed as,
where ( ) is a short spectral-estimation window. The instantaneous frequency ( ) of the sub-band signal ( ) is estimated as,
The phase ( ) of the carrier is computed as follows
The carrier is
and the complex valued modulator ( ) is given by 
B. Adaptive Gain Equalizer System
The AGE consists of a filter bank and each sub-band is weighted by a gain function which amplifies the signal when speech is present and keeps the noisy part of the signal, where no speech is present, to unity [7] . A filter bank of K bandpass filters divides the input signal ( ) into K sub-bands ( ).
Here ℎ is the impulse response of the filter bank sub-band k and * denotes the convolution. The output signal˜( ), with the amplified speech signal, is computed as
where ( ) is the AGE weighting function which amplifies the signal when speech is active and is given by
where is the optimized suppression level for gain function and gain rise exponent constant. is a limiting threshold limiting gain function value. Fast average ( ) and slow average ( ) of sub-band calculated according to:
where = 1 is forgetting factor constant and is sampling frequency.
is a positive constant control the noise level. Based on the above mentioned principle of AGE, a speech signal modulator can also be enhanced by the equalizer. Modulation domain separates each sub-band signal into a carrier and a modulator. While only modulators are considered here, the AGE is implemented on each modulator to enhance the speech. The system is shown in figure 1 . The mathematics for AGE in the modulation domain is the same as for AGE in the sub-band domain, the long term average and the short term average are calculated for each sub-band modulator, instead of the sub-band itself. The gain function is multiplied with the modulator of the sub-band to yield a modified modulator ( ) which is then used with the carrier in the reconstruction stage of the modulation system.˜(
The synthesized signal ( ) is finally calculated by adding up all the components.˜(
IV. CONVEX OPTIMIZATION AND THE PROPOSED MODEL One inherent problem with the demodulation technique is the unfortunate presence of unlimited number of possible yet valid modulator-carrier pairs. This predicament can be understood by taking example of a sinusoidal signal that is composed of multiple frequency sinusoids. Such a signal can be decomposed into more than one legitimate modulator and carrier pairs, that are equally correct mathematically. Similar is the case with speech signals when the problem of demodulating it into modulator and carrier is dealt. Thus there is need to add some conditions to the problem which can make the algorithm result into the desired solution. A general optimization problem minimizes a given objective function while fulfilling a set of equality and unequally constraints. If the objective function and inequality constraints are all convex and the equality constraints are all affine, the problem is called a convex optimization problem [22] . Although the modulation problem of equation 1 is not convex as it is, two methods have been suggested in [11] for constraining modulation into convex restrictions. One solution is to work in logarithm domain where the optimization variables can be defined simply as the logarithm of the squared linear optimization variables ( ) and ( ). A convex relation is then obtained by just summing the two logarithmic domain variables. The other method of making the problem convex is to work in linear domain where the process involves eliminating the carrier ( ) and minimization of only the modulator signal is done. The final expression obtained in linear domain convex optimization is given by the following: Minimize ( ( )) + ( ( ) −1 ( )) where the modulator cost function can be any convex function but the carrier cost function must be both convex and non-decreasing as a requirement of making the problem a convex one. We have followed the linear domain convex optimization method in our work. The interested reader is referred to [11] for detailed analysis of these methods.
V. COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

A. Mean Opinion Score(MOS)
The Mean Opinion Score (MOS) calculated by observing the clean speech signal processed by a system to check how much it degrades the clean speech signal. Fig. 2 shows a female speech signal processed by a system where SNR has been set -10dB for both Engine Noise (EN) and Factory Noise (FN). The system with convex demodulation has MOS value around 3.5 for EN and 3.8 for FN which provides less degradation as compare to CoG modulation and AGE system where is average MOS observed 3, and less than 3, respectively. Fig.3 shows the Spectral Distortion(SD) for female speech signal contaminated by EN and FN at the SNR of -10dB. The increasing value of increases SD up to 10dB for EN when the system uses AGE while for convex demodulation average SD around 7dB and for CoG demodulation its around 9dB, but for FN, SD for all the system observed around 3dB average. 
B. Spectral Distortion
D. Spectrogram Analysis
Fig . 5 and 6 shows spectrogram of original signal with processed signal with AGE, MAGE (convex and CoG demodulation) for FN and EN respectively. The MAGE (convex demodulation) improvement can be observed in term of speech formants being not effected, as visible in spectrogram for both EN and FN.
VI. CONCLUSION
An alternative method of demodulation has been proposed for AGE in the modulation frequency domain. The presented method solves the demodulation process as a convex optimization problem, thereby avoiding the inherent problem of multiple solutions of a demodulation algorithm. We have tested the proposed method for various conditions and magnitudes of noise injected in a clean speech signal. The performance of our method has been validated by mean opinion score, spectral distortion, signal to noise ratio improvement and spectrogram analysis in comparison to two other techniques. 
